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Not Not Real—
Exercises in Styling*
As a generative process of visual form, styling and artifice are
co-dependent. Styling mediates visual and sensorial elements
for aesthetic benefit, and artifice produces a fantasy otherwise
unattainable. Together they are a rebus — an orchestration
of symbols and shifted realities — that impacts modes of
representation and subsequent shifts in taste.
In Not Not Real, the logic of “real” life is moot. Relevance
and subjectivity are the only fixed parameters that govern stylistic
intuition. The image produced — however candid or authentic
it may appear — is artificial. But this imagery supersedes reality
in provoking aspiration, rendering the image more compelling
than the context from which it emerged.
Style is the outward expression of an internal narrative;
it is a pragmatic method of classification and a means of visual
communication. In fashion and design, stylistic representation
is both fantasy and fiction. In the process of collecting, editing,
and arranging objects and contexts, a world within a world
emerges, through which we project fantasy. Artificial but real,
plastic but resonant.

*

Raymond Queneau. Exercises in Style, trans. Barbara Wright (New York: New Directions,1958)
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I’m a Barbie girl
in a Barbie world.
Life is plastic
it’s fantastic.
— Aqua, Barbie Girl, 1997
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As a generative process of visual form, styling and artifice exist co -dependently.
If styling mediates visual and sensorial elements for aesthetic benefit, then
artifice is the means of realizing a projected fantasy otherwise unattainable.
Together, they become a rebus, wherein aesthetics, symbolism, and emotion are
orchestrated to persuade —effecting modes of representation and subsequent
shifts of taste.
Style is implicitly personal; a method of parsing the visual world:
organizing its infinite visual attributes into discernible classifications. In
fashion and design, style or styling implies a signature manner of selection and
arrangement: an identifiable assemblage of visual attributes and/or objects
that we read as narrative.
Style is the outward-expression of an internal narrative. Both a pragmatic
method of classification and a means of visual communication, its parameters
are not fixed. In fashion and design, stylistic representation is both fantasy and
fiction. Through a process of collecting, editing and formally arranging relevant
objects and context, a world within a world emerges, through which we project
fantasy. Artificial but real, plastic but resonant.
In The Fashion System, Roland Barthes introduces narrative as the
governing system of the fashion world: a world within a world: the “fashion
novel.” 1 The logic established outside of the fashion system is inapplicable.
“Thus is born an ensemble of objects and situations no longer linked to one
another by a logic of uses and signs, but by constraints of an entirely different
order, i.e., those of narrative.” 2
Stylistic narrative is apart from the logic of real life because it relies on
degrees of fantasy and amplification. To style is to mediate a visual experience,
to intervene for aesthetic benefit. Arrangements and styling are inherently
artificial: means of predominantly intuitive ordering and combining. What may
appear candid or authentic — even in the most hyperreal sense — is not. These
artificial, amplified results are the confluence of styling and artifice, and the
crux of this body of work and writing.
This thesis began with an interest in still life: a genre that privileges (and
relies on) artificial representation and styling. A still life is an aestheticallymotivated arranging of things, and a cogent system of signs and symbols within
a spatial field. A static image that implies a narrative beyond the frame,
1 Roland Barthes’ metaphor for the fashion world that he explores in both The Fashion System (1967 ) and The Language of Fashion
(a collection of essays published in 1967 ) denotes fiction. This narrative distinction between “real life” and fantasy is the basic construct for artifice.
2 Roland Barthes, The Fashion System (California: University of California Press, 1990), 237 .
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to which the objects are the only clue. In Actions to Relate, Richard Serra’s
Verb List Compilation: Actions to Relate to Oneself (1967-68) 3 was used as set of
visual prompts for a series of staged still lifes.
Serra is an artist closely aligned with raw, elemental gesture and spatial
experience. His list of verbs and possible contexts enforces the active and
deliberate relationship of the artist (or designer) to material, composition,
and setting; staging and styling rely on the refined balance of these components.
As a practice they are definitively active. Together, collecting, editing, arranging,
and finesse are a cyclical methodology of styling that results in the creation
of an image.
The photographs in this series evoke a contemporary aesthetic vernacular
I refer to as “hyper-kitsch.” 4 In The Unbearable Lightness of Being, Milan Kundera
regards kitsch as a categorizing phenomenon. A sieve, through which complex
human experience is distilled to sentimental aesthetic ideals. Our culture of
images is a repository for idealized artifice — and in contemporary culture and
the age of the internet, literally so.
Clement Greenberg believed “kitsch is vicarious experience and faked
sensations…it changes according to style, but remains always the same.” 5 This
aesthetic of idealized vicarious experience has informed my aesthetic sensibility
and the content of Not Not Real.
Trend forecasting and brand strategy use predictive measures of gauging
style. One highly intuitive means of doing so: the “mood board,” is a standard
model for both the atelier, and the design studio. While a fashion mood board
looks to the future, mine looks to the past.
For the project Mood Wall, I installed a selection of personal ephemera
including tickets, maps, photographs, postcards, and tear sheets, on the wall
behind my desk in the graduate studio. I have always been a fervent collector;
but only after the Mood Wall’s completion, do I see, quite literally, a decade of
stylistic affinity. Each piece of a mood board — or any synonym for the practice —
contains a potentially divergent visual idea. But as a controlled chaos, it is a
cogent portrait: in this case, a portrait of me.
Photographer Irving Penn said in his book, Worlds in a Small Room,
“I’ve tried a few times to depart from what I know I can do, and I’ve failed. I’ve
tried to work outside the studio, but it introduces too many variables that

I can’t control.” 6 He wrote the book in his own words as an ambulant studio
photographer, it documents the period when he traveled the world with a small
team and a portable studio tent to photograph portraits of indigenous people
in their native lands.
Penn’s body of work informed the design of my typeface, Irving Regular.
His still lifes are revealing of his work as a fashion photographer, because
of their style. The high contrast, visually rich arrangements — often with a
spirited sense of quirk — were masterfully composed of everyday objects. This
quality is reflected in the design. These objects (a string bean, for example)
are disassociated from their ordinary contexts and made sumptuous through
controlled, stylistic means: “I had come to enjoy and feel secure in the artificial
circumstances of the studio...I had accepted for myself a stylization that I
felt was more valid than a stimulated naturalism.” 6
The associations conjured from objects, and this symbolism is most
rich in still life. Objects, which after long periods of consistent representation
become totemic, are used to express variant sub-narratives. As noted in the
Cambridge Companion to Baudelaire, his “concept of beauty is heterogeneous,
and linked to time. It is a combination of qualities that he names ‘eternal’
(unaffected by the course of time and shifts in taste and fashion) and ‘transitory’—
dependent on the particulars of time, place and fashion.” 8
Lemon and Bottle, a pair of single-signature catalogs, trace the historical
representation of the eternal lemon, and the transitory bottle, to highlight
symbolic and stylistic progression over the course of centuries. The subliminal
and ephemeral significance of these forms within society and language are also
examined. The Oxford English Dictionary’s extensive definitions of the respective
forms punctuate each catalog. Quotes (also from the dictionary) accompany
each sub-definition, and give context for the usage and meaning of the lemon
and bottle throughout time.
Each catalog contains 99 works of art and design, cropped and rearranged
as a meta-still life. Works that contain both lemon and bottle are crossreferenced between catalogs, maintaining the interdependent relationship of
the eternal and the transitory. While their representation varies greatly,
their presence remains constant. During the golden age of Dutch still life, a
hyperreal likeness to the object was desirable. By the twentieth century, the

3 Serra’s Actions to Relate to Oneself, in the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art, served as a set
of constraints and potential outcomes (particularly in his early sculpture) for the artist who famously said, “drawing is a verb.”
4 Not Not Real defines hyper-kitsch as a present trend and evolution of kitsch that is amplified and informed by digital image culture.
5 Clement Greenberg, Art and Culture: Critical Essays (Boston: Beacon Press, 1961), 10. Greenberg wrote extensively
on the subject of kitsch and its relationship to art and culture—and more specifically its complex connection to the avant-garde.

6, 7 Irving Penn, Worlds in a Small Room (New York: Grossman Publishers, 1974), 8. The majority of the
photographs in this book were commissioned by Vogue magazine, Penn’s career-long client and publisher of his most well-known images.
8 Rosemary Lloyd, ed., The Cambridge Companion to Baudelaire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 183.
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emphasis on reality had lessened, and artistic representation became self-aware.
With the entrance of the avant-garde, as Greenberg writes, we also find a “rearguard: a second new cultural phenomenon of the industrial West. Popular,
commercial art; a giant apparition; a formal culture of Kitsch.” 9 Pop art used
this to condense and extrude a cultural reservoir of accumulated experience
into slick, saturated representation, which we face again today in the hyperreal
digital realm.
Today’s society is accustomed to the immediacy of accessing everything
online. Viewing an original, physical object is no longer a necessity — often
not even a preference. The designer operating in this digital landscape is
charged with crafting highly-mediated documentation that best represents
and communicates the work.
In the Graphic Design Biennial, Please See Attached, this mediated
representation was the conceptual framework for a co-curated exhibition
without physical work; wherein all aspects of the show were captured digitally
and shown in a stylized setting. This commented on the increasingly stylized
exterior of the designers’ inevitable internet presence.
Methods for representing our designs are as personal and subjective as
creating the content itself. Our public identities are composites of these
documentations, making the importance of these digital records impossible
to deny. Of course, this account is familiar to any person, whether graphic
designer or Instagramer, who engages with self-representation on the Internet.
Design is, by no means, a 9 to 5 job. It is an identity, a manner of thinking,
and increasingly a lifestyle. 10
The online curation and sharing of images is another means of expressing
an identity by design. The project Interior Hyperbole, is an Instagram account
I began in February 2014; another project within the framework of the Content
Management System workshop.
Social media has become synonymous with expressing and publicizing
aspirational identity through filtered imagery and content. Interior Hyperbole
intended (and continues) to reject the stylistic conventions and tropes of social
media, and inject the feed of memes and selfies with the interiors of hyperdecorated homes: domains of personal taste and expression. These pagodas
of thematic design were selected from the vast ephemera in the RISD

Picture Collection, and organized analogously by dominant color. Rather than
an account in service of a personality, Interior Hyperbole is simply the aesthetic
pleasure of decoration.
This year, Matthew Tsang and I collaborated on a book project featuring
a famously hyperreal suite of interiors: the Madonna Inn. A landmark motel
in San Luis Obispo, California, the Madonna is a temple of artifice. Conceived
and built as a passion project by the construction magnate Alex Madonna and
his wife Phyllis, the motel and its amenities (including a steak house, bakery,
outdoor pool, and spa) is an astonishing, delightful feat of kitsch, fantasy, and
the American Dream.
In 2008, on the 50th anniversary of the Madonna Inn, Phyllis (who
personally designed every inch of the property) gave an interview on NPR’s show,
Day-to-Day. She said the motel’s origins were simple: they had eclectic taste,
and basically could not decide on a single design theme — so they didn’t. The
first twelve rooms were such a wild success that they kept adding-on, until
they completed 110 unique rooms. In response to a question about Madonna’s
copious use of fuchsia, she simply replied, “He always liked me in pink.”
To design a meta-fantasy of the motel’s creation, we sourced hundreds
of images from the period that Phyllis designed the rooms: the late 1950s to the
mid-60s. Pulling from interiors magazines and cultural imagery she would have
had access to, we distilled each room into a mood-board of relevant style cues.
“The poor words, with which human speech can provide, cannot suffice to
describe the Madonna Inn,” writes Umberto Eco in Travels in Hyperreality. “to
convey its external appearance we can only venture some analogies.” His first,
if “Albert Speer, while leafing through a book on Gaudi, swallowed an overgenerous
dose of LSD and began to build a nuptial catacomb for Liza Minelli” 11 paints a
pretty accurate picture.
The hotel’s copy, which reads like a harlequin romance, is juxtaposed on
a smaller page, with running text from Roland Barthes,’ Mythologies.12 In his
introduction, Barthes expresses that the essays grew out of “a feeling of
impatience at the sight of the ‘naturalness’ with which newspapers, art and
common-sense constantly dress up a reality.” He believes the creation and
understanding of myth to be a function of the human experience in particular
times, places, and circumstances.

9 Clement Greenberg, Art and Culture: Critical Essays (Boston: Beacon Press, 1961), 9.
10 The Designer has become — like the Bohemian or Struggling Artist — a commercial lifestyle. This commodified identity is not
formed by personal, internal adherence to requisite beliefs, moral codes, or natural talents; but rather through the
cultivation of exterior objects. When styled appropriately — on our bodies and in our homes and offices — this assemblage of things
communicate a lifestyle as genuine as one can imagine, despite the underlying reality.

11 Umberto Eco, Travels in Hyperreality, trans. William Weaver (Orlando: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1986), 24.
12 Roland Barthes, Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1972) This text was chosen to run alongside the
promotional copy for each room to emphasize the mythical quality of the motel, and to promote
our abstraction of the decor into unique mood boards of visual material that Phyllis would have had access to at the time.
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The Madonna is the epitome of dressing-up reality. Its sugary artifice —
unlike idealized imagery — is not an image on which to project fantasy, but
rather a physical immersion into a parallel convergent universe of hyper-kitsch,
hyper-color, and the hyperreal.
The material culture during the construction of the Madonna Inn was
dominated by artifice, particularly plastic: Polystyrene, Polyvinyl, Polyethylene.
The pink flamingo —perhaps the most enduring and iconic symbol of midcentury
plastic — is the “is the tale of how Americans converted a plastic object into
the very symbol of what is artificial. It is a story of the meanings of Artifice.” 13
The shocking pink bird is also a story of the evolution of taste: from one of
nature to one of ornamentation, and all that is implicitly artificial.
Flamingo Diaspora is a series of staged photographs and videos taken
in Providence, New York, and California. I ordered twenty of the pink birds
in bulk from the Home Depot, and staged them in various urban and natural
environments containing grasses. These images (and additional video) were shot
on-location versus in the studio. I recalled Irving Penn’s quote about control,
because my first-hand experiences with the two practices completely reinforced
his point. This project was initiated to illustrate the juxtaposition of nature
and artifice, and to look at the American, perceptual connection to nature.
This perennial search for authenticity — for tangible connectivity —
produces back-to-nature resurgence. In January, Erin Zwaska and I drove from
San Francisco to Big Sur: an emblem (and relic) of American counter-culture.
The seven miles of Highway One are famous as an enclave for creative people
seeking respite from the urban depressants of life, and finding renewed
inspiration. My second visit to Big Sur, I was struck once again by the hypocrisy
of a flourishing luxury real estate market founded on principals of an edged-out
counter-culture so famously rooted here.
This project, How Much Land Does a Man Need? critiques commercial
conduits for nature, which collectively form artificial authentic identities.
Aspirational luxury advertisements punctuate an allegorical story by Tolstoy,14
about a man named Pahóm, who in his lust for land makes an unwitting bet
with the Devil and loses everything. The Devil anticipates Pahóm’s greed and
hubris, giving him more land to provoke and test his humility. The devil’s
sinister prediction is correct; and in an ironic twist of fate Pahóm drops dead

and is buried in a six foot grave, answering the question posed in the title.
Man’s relentless desire for expanse and freedom hangs in a delicate balance
between obsession, determination, and aspiration.
Being “one with nature” 16 permeates our senses of self, our connection to
the land, and what it means to be, to feel, and to appear American: a lifestyle
and exterior appearance formed from the distillation of nature into objects,
apparel, tools, and experiences. You can project yourself into a rural way of life,
where outdoor clothes and basic survival tools are important. But, it is a natural
life without sacrificing urban comfort. To have both is the ultimate arbiter of
taste and cultural evolution. And style, is the instigator, the enabler, and the
arbiter of this enabling.
Good style is, in many ways effortless because it is intuitive. There are
precedents and influences, but no fixed set of parameters that govern stylistic
intuition. Alluring and relevant images factor contemporary interpretations
of past and present — and anticipate the future.
Graphic design also relies on this trifecta: creating visual form that
taps socially relevant, aesthetic and emotional motives is synonymous with
an informed understanding of the past, present, and future. In this sense,
communicating time, place, and persuasive aesthetic is effectively no different
in graphic design than in fashion.
Styling is a generative process of balancing intuition and control. It is
both a method of parsing the visual world, and of amplifying it. Not Not Real
seeks to broaden the expectations and connotations of styling; to demonstrate
how styling positions our self and societal perceptions, and how it enables
the creation of myth, amplified experience and thematic fantasy.

13 According to Jennifer Price in her book, Flight Maps: Adventures with Nature in Modern America (New York: Basic Books, 1999), 112.
14 This short story, originally published in 1886, was from the English translation: Leo Tolsoy, How Much Land Does a Man Need? And Other Stories,
trans. Ronald Wilks (London: Penguin Classics, 1994).

16 Especially in the artificially authentic sense: by design and subsequent styling.
Note: This essay was modified from the script I wrote for my April 8th, 2014 thesis presentation. All of the following projects were staged
and styled accordingly, then documented on video and presented as one continuous twenty-minute motion piece.
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Actions to
Relate

29

In contemporary photography, one
stylistic vernacular that has become
prevalent is the brightly lit, hypercolorful still life. In some cases, the
artifice is so heightened that the
content of the image is subsumed by
the stylistic technique itself. Subject
matter and stylistic technique
are transposed.
For Actions to Relate, I used
this style of studio-conscious, highly
saturated photography to emphasize
both contemporary trend and the
action-based mechanics of studio
photography and staging.
The collaborative element of
this project was a tangent of the
Content Management System: the
script. Jerel Johnson and I found mutual
interest in this term because of its
malleable applications to the physical
and digital realms. Rule-based
systems and algorithms were Jerel’s
take, and mine was its photographic
and staged implications.
Richard Serra’s Verb List
Compilation: Actions to Relate to Oneself,
1967-68 (page 2 of 2, on opposite page)
presented an ideal conceptual content
management system for our selfinitiated prompt. The translation of
his verbs and contexts into visual
form began with a distillation of the
terms’ associated iconic imagery.
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Using props primarily from my personal
store of oddities and ephemera, with
the addition of relevant library books
and color seamless backgrounds, I set
out to create these studio translations
of Serra’s list, treating each entry as
a specific prompt.
Because the contemporary style
that I referenced also included an
element of nonsensical whimsy, the
translations were not realized as
literally as they might otherwise have
been. The compositional decisions
were entirely aesthetic, with the prompt
driving the conceptual undercurrent
of the image.
The photo studio offers such
a controlled environment, that making
photographs meant to evoke artifice
is oddly natural. The difference
between shooting in the studio versus
on location is a calibrated, expectant
environment, versus one at the mercy
of environmental factors.
For some photographers, like
Alex Prager or Gregory Crewdson, the
artifice so natural to the studio is
actively transported on location. Things
appear so tightly controlled there is no
sense of messy uncertainty. In both of
their work the degree of evident artifice
is heightened to cinematic effect.

Of Nature

To Arrange

Flower, ranunculus, white
Flower, unknown, white
Measuring tape, inches and centimeters, white
Philipp Keel, Color (Göttingen: Steidl, 2003)
Seamless, medium grey

Melamine frames from Woolworths bought on eBay, cream and pink
Plastic grenadine bottle, red with green cap
Smiley face rubber stress ball, red and yellow
Dorothy Draper, Decorating is Fun (Garden City: Doubleday ,1962)
Seamless, dove grey
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To Bend

To Crumple

1990s electric calculator, beige
Receipt paper roll, white
New York City Greek diner coffee cup, blue and white
Seamless, beige pink

Perforated packing paper, white
Textured polka dot wrapping paper, blue and white
Seamless, fuschia
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To Cover

To Bend

Plastic mesh garlic bag, purple
Vintage glass bottle, clear
Plastic and metal craft scissors, red
Seamless, beige pink

Pipe cleaners, orange, red, blue, green, pink, and white
Seamless, fuschia
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To Map

To Join

Metal world map pencil sharpener
Douglas S. Way, Terrain Analysis: a guide to site selection using aerial photographic interpretation (Stroudsburg: Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross, 1973)
R.R. Palmer, Ed., Atlas of World History (Chicago: Rand McNally and Co.,1957 )
Outdoorsman’s Map Service, The Outdoorsman’s Topographic Guide. (Cranston: Outdoorsman’s Map Service, c1976)
Richard Berenholtz, Manhattan Architecture (New York: Prentice Hall Press, c1988)
Seamless, black

Duplo Legos, red, blue, green, yellow, and orange
William W. Klenke, Furniture Joinery (Peoria, Ill: The Manual Arts Press, 1943)
Athelstan Spilhaus, How Old Toys Work (New York: Crown Publishers, c1989)
George Ellis, Modern Practical Joinery (Fresno: Linden Pub. Co., 1987 )
Seamless, black
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To Open

To Knot

San Marcos tender cactus in light brine, open, 28 oz
San Marcos chilpotle peppers in adobo sauce, half open, 7.5 oz
San Marcos nacho Jalapeño peppers, closed, 7.5 oz
Hatch whole fire-roasted whole green chiles, open, 4 oz
Gingham check vinyl drawer liner, red and white

Multiple extension cords, orange
DSL cable, yellow
Cutting mat, green and yellow
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To Erase

To Repair

Vintage Eberhard Faber Van Dyke typewriter erasers
Weck Rundrand-Glas 60, clear
Weck Rundrand-Glas rubber seal, orange
Johnny Ryan, Ed., Where the Wild Things Are: One in All of Us (Los Angeles: Warner Bros., 2009)
Pencils, yellow and orange
China pencil, yellow
Seamless, cool light grey

Motrin IB bottle and pills
First Aid Kit: white lacquered metal box with first aid miscellany
Emergency First Aid Pocket Guide
Seamless, red-orange
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Mood Wall

53

I have been a collector of things my
entire life. Not rarified or precious
things but, rather, objects and
ephemera that I intuitively amassed.
When I was about twelve, my
father gave me my first film camera: a
35mm Canon. I subsequently began a
habit of photographic documentation
that intensified as I got older and
became more interested in traveling.
Aside from the documenting I
did myself, I gathered evidence of the
places I went, mostly in the form of
tickets, brochures, and postcards.
My first few trips abroad with my
family (post-camera) were photographed
meticulously, using a numeric system
of tracking which rolls and exposures
were taken where to ensure accurate
identification later on. Upon return, the
photos and ephemera were organized
into scrapbooks complete with captions,
page numbers, and primitive attempts
at layouts.
Since the gift of the camera,
every trip and most significant
moments — if not entire periods — of
my life have been documented on
film. I continued using my film camera
(preferably with Portra NC 120) until my
last trip, mostly because the prospect
of having my film hand-checked
through Colombian security did not
seem appealing.
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Designers and artists have used the
mood board as a method of gathering
nodes of inspiration into a composite
image that “tells a story.” Californiabased designer, Martin Venezky, has
made what he specifies as “wall collages”
for a long time in his personal practice,
and began showing them in galleries
as art installations about ten years ago.
In this installation, the story is
essentially that of my adolescence and
primary engagement with form-making
and stylistic affinity.
Part of this thesis endeavor has
been identifying my taste and my
style, to better understand the impetus
for my stylistic proclivities. This
simple gesture of unpacking monetarily
worthless but emotionally priceless
collections and arranging them in open
space was more effective than I had
ever anticipated.
Not only does the Mood Wall
serve as a conceptual linkage between
the atelier and the design studio,
but it is truly an unfolding of my
subconscious that revealed new and
reinforced old relationships between
myself and the visual world.
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Irving
Regular

99

Irving Regular is a display typeface
designed for use at 60 points and up.
The inspiration was drawn from the
life and work of Irving Penn, and
the distinct contrast and style of his
photography, specifically his still lifes.
Penn was renowned as a fashion
photographer, and worked for Vogue
magazine for virtually his entire career
(his first cover photograph for the
magazine was the October 1943 issue).
He went on to contribute portraits,
fashion editorials, photo essays, and
of course still lifes.
Among the first photographers
to effectively capture subjects against
a plain white or grey background
(now common-practice, the backdrop
is referred to as a “seamless”) Penn
developed a signature style of working
quite early on. The austere studio
setting of his photographs was made
dynamic through his use of light
and ability to capture the personality
and whimsy of his subjects.
His favorite subject was his wife,
Lisa Fonssagrives, a fashion model who
met and married Penn in 1947. The two
were famously inseparable, and she
frequently traveled with him as model,
companion, and consultant.
Naturally, a photographer who so
favored articulated simplicity worked
with a small team —often nearly alone —

and always with his preferred camera:
the Rolleiflex. While he used fairly
traditional and simple equipment, he
did experiment with various printing
processes, including prints made
on aluminum sheets coated with a
platinum emulsion rendering the image
with a warmth that uncoated silver
prints lacked.1
As a color photographer, Penn’s
love of contrast and stylized subject
matter became even more amplified.
The deep shadow and nuance of his
black and white portraits were replaced
by intense color-saturation and bold
arrangements, as seen on the opposite
page in Frozen Foods, New York, 1977.
The design of Irving Regular was
meant to evoke the distinct qualities of
Penn’s images, and to recall midcentury
cosmetic advertising and magazine
typography. Irving is ideally paired with
sans serif body text, and is intended
for use in editorial contexts.

1 Sarah Greenough, Irving Penn Platinum Prints (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005). 5–20.
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RIGHT.
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Give it
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Withering
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Petals

Good
Luck
Ok?
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Brit
tea time
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While their
representation varies
greatly, their
presence remains
constant.
— p. 21
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Lemon
& Bottle

131

Initially, in the 17th century, the Dutch
tableaux were pronouncements of
wealth, trade, and the refined technique
of the artist. Microscopic brushwork
and a meticulous attention to detail
produced works that include minutia as
extreme as life-size fruit flies.
According to Baudelaire, objects
fall into two categories: transitory and
eternal. Transitory objects are man-made,
inorganic, and physically linked to time.
In this sense, they orient the viewer
and provide a sense of time and place.
Depending on the transitory object, the
viewer may be able to further narrow the
composition — even down to a specific
time and location.
The bottle (or vessel) makes an
excellent example of a transitory object
because its physical form is so distinctly
of a certain period and geographic
region. Virtually essential to human
function, its presence in still life and
other genres (although formally very
varied) is remarkably constant through
the centuries.
Situating a contextual object
within a specific period demands a
depth of knowledge. In this sense, the
still life is even more of a rebus: certain
objects and subsequent time periods
are particularly easy to identify; other
more unique or rare transitory objects
require investigative visual research.
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The accompanying objects in a given
composition also serve as clues,
enforcing the still life as a considered
system of visual communication
through a constellation of signs and
symbols within a spatial field.
The eternal object, typically
flora and fauna, provides contrast to
the transitory object(s) and serves a
symbolic purpose. These forms are
“eternal” because their organic physical
forms have not changed; this enduring
form but ever-changing symbolism is
best represented by the lemon.
Lemon & Bottle investigates the
history and meaning of totemic objects
through both the concept and literal
manifestation of still life. My interest
was initially piqued by the way in
which the genre captures a singular
moment in a beautifully crafted,
aesthetically sensitive manner. The
still life exists everywhere.
Our entire world is composed of
the inorganic and organic. What the
designer or artist does is simply place
a frame around the fragment he or
she seeks to capture, and amplify its
presentation for maximum aesthetic
pleasure and symbolic communication.

Our culture of images
is a repository
for idealized artifice —
and in contemporary
culture and the
age of the internet—
literally so.
—p. 23
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Please See
Attached

209

As noted in the introduction, today’s
society is accustomed to the immediacy
of accessing everything online. Viewing
an original, physical object is no
longer a necessity and often not even
a preference. As designers operating
in this digital landscape we are
charged with crafting highly mediated
documentation that represents and
communicates our work. In some cases
the documentation is ultimately better
looking than the work itself.
Methods for representing our
designs are as personal and subjective
as creating the content itself. For one
designer, documentation becomes a
fetish, for another it is a chore. I fall
into the fetish category, and given my
affinity for staging, I usually take the
opportunity to do so.
For example, my oral thesis
presentation was accompanied by work
documented in staged environments
and captured entirely on video, using
the book as both subject and prop.
Nevertheless, our public identities
are composites of the documentations
we create (or those created for us),
making the importance of these digital
records impossible to deny, and forcing
us to embrace the social aspect of
designer as identity.
Of course, a public digital identity
is familiar to anyone, whether graphic
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designer or blogger, who engages with
self-representation on the Internet.
And perhaps the commonality of this
experience suggests other possibilities:
that digital representation is a
framework with which we can compare
different kinds of work from a range
of media, all flattened onto the single
surface of the screen.
In Please See Attached, the 2014
MFA Graphic Design Biennial, which I
organized and co-curated, we presented
only digital records of our projects. The
viewer was invited to experience our
work from simultaneous perspectives:
theirs and ours. The photographs seen
here, which document the show,
were taken by me and Matthew Tsang.
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Style is
the outward
expression
of an internal
narrative
—p. 23
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Interior
Hyperbole
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Interior Hyperbole began while
conducting extensive visual research
for the Madonna Inn book. To source
interior design references for the
project, the RISD Picture Collection
was absolutely essential and used
almost exclusively.
The Picture Collection contains
thousands of image clippings arranged
into folders and sub-folders, ranging
from Flowers: Daisy to Prostitutes. The
Interiors folders, like many others, are
organized by periods of time. For the
Madonna project we relied on images
from the 1950s and 1960s.
While pulling images from décor
and cultural publications of the period,
I was impressed by the dominant colors
that engulfed each design theme. The
homes featured in magazines like House
& Garden and Interiors were nothing
short of amazing visual hyperboles like
the interior in the image seen at left.
This outrageous, carpeted bathroom is
also Interior Hyperbole’s profile image.
Social media is used, at its most
base level, as an aspirational marketing
tool. Social popularity is no longer a
concern limited to anxious teenagers,
but has become a universal barometer
for commercial success.
Instagram is one social media
application that managed to resist blatant
commercialism until fairly recently.
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The “popular page” (photos with the
most likes) changes from second-tosecond now that Instagram’s users are
in the millions. With all of its users,
one would think that there would be
a differing texture to the overflowing
content, but instead there is a
strange sameness.
Interior Hyperbole is a riff on
the notion of “refreshing.” We refresh
websites and our social media feeds
in order to populate them with more
content; we refresh our exterior
appearances to maintain a put-together
façade. To “refresh” is also a euphemism
for plastic surgery or any physical
makeover, including interior design.
Interior Hyperbole does just
this: it intends to inject and enliven
the homogenous feed of selfies, brunch
photos, and uninspiring affirmations
with sparks of aesthetic refreshment
and ornamentation.
Here, samples from the feed are
presented with their captions, which
take the form of descriptive hashtags.
The entire project can be seen at
instagram.com/interiorhyperbole.

#interiordesign #design #inspiration #livingroom #salonstyle #aquamarine #toile #houndstooth #prints #pattern #1967 #sixties

#blueandgreen #ultramarine #peonies #textiles #wallpaper #matching
#plush #starkwhite #abstract #sculpture #interiordesign #inspiration #moodboard

#sitting #room #bertoia #chair #gioponti #cowhide #rug #parquet #floor #elizabethan
#portrait #english #gilt #clock #international #style #houseandgarden #interior #decor #interiordesign

#imaï #painting #mandarin #red #lacquer #chair #classic #blueandwhite #ming #vase
#russian #blue #cat #chic #pets #eastmeetswest #interior #houseandgarden #interiors #interiordesign
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#portuguese #traditional #tile #true #blue #teacups #modern
#interior #angled #architecture #serene #style #interiordesign #cinematic #home #inspiration

#pattern #passions #portugese #proclivities #chic #porcelain #scenario #tilemeup
#handcarved #table #gingham #chair #blueandwhite #bathroom #interior #inspiration #design #home #art #decor

#orangeandwhite #miesvanderrohe #barcelonachair #zebra
#geometricprint #mingvase #slidingdoors #interiordesign #americandesign #livingroom

#raw #silk #cushion #comfort #indoor #outdoor #architecture #l’airfrais #glamping
#chalk #white #contrast #persian #carpet #jewel #tone #interior #chic #forest #views #interiordesign
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#indian #interior #tiger #print #southeastasian #textile #mirrored
#furniture #accent #light #boho #style #colorful #gauzy #tent #decor #inspiration

#murano #glass #candle #sticks #teardrop #accent #leafy #interior
#lipstick #red #dining #chairs #colorful #style #interiordesign #inspiration #design

#jimdine #robe #redorange #mirroredtiles #mirroredwall #vanity
#bathroom #flowers #archedceiling #recessedbathtub #interiordesign #decor #1971

#cytwombly #centerpiece #whiteout #fuchsia #counterparts #midcentury #serenity #nospillzone
#petit #fireplace #plush #deep #seating #monochromatic #essence #simple #interior #style #dreamy #interiordesign #inspiration
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#breuerchair #roylichtenstein #reneefeinsteinrug
#redandgreen #parquet #poppies #bullseye #christmastree #livingroom #interiordesign #primary

#object #miscellany #velvet #upholstery #luxe #fabrics #sitting #pretty #potted #fleurs
#crimson #red #aubergine #accent #traveler #style #eclectic #interior #decor #colorful #interiordesign

#cush #interior #marigold #yellow #indian #influence #artifacts #antiques
#traveler #style #trompl’oeil #fresco #hand #carving #blown #glass #vibrant #home #seventies #interiordesign

#redandyellow #colorful #furniture #love #floral #arrangements #console
#painting #luxe #style #inlaid #floor #living #room #interior #design #inspiration
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#oriental #sculpture #barcelona #chair #velvet #chrome #yellow #shag #texture #contrast
#eastmeetswest #interiordesign #eclectic #style #purple #geode #accent #sumptuous #textile #choices

#fireplace #vitrine #rustic #cabin #modernity #chic #wopd #spring #tulips
#spacious #interior #strategic #color #interiordesign #inspiration #design #moods
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#allwhiteeverything #intricate #carved #accents #high #contrast
#eastmeetswest #interior #inspiration #luxe #style #amazing #floral #feature

#mellow #yellow #green #accents #pattern #paisley #livingroom #interior #summer #style #love #colorful #inspiration
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#brilliant #red #kelly #green #unashamed #panache #victorian #capitonné #velvet #chair #pierofornasetti #marble #seeming
#table #royal #worcester #china #blindearl #pattern #capacci #bowl #murano #glass #goblet #plush #interior

#graphic #style #kelly #green #lone #chair #hallway #decor #challenging #spaces
#minimal #interior #design #chic #complimentary #handbag

#blueandgreen #ultramarine #peonies #textiles #wallpaper #matching
#plush #starkwhite #abstract #sculpture #interiordesign #inspiration #moodboard

#floral #centerpiece #fuschia #pop #heavy #drapes #pet #pug #oriental #influence
#candle #sticks #symmetrical #arrangements #interiordesign #inspiration #pillow #talk #decor #inspo
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#ikat #purple #textiles #livingroom #lucite #coffeetable #eclectic
#mixandmatch #interiordesigin #design #inspiration #missoni #crystals

#opulent #relaxation #paraíso #hand #woven #textile #poof #lounge #day #break #open #book #basket
#tree #screen #window #north #african #pillow #floral #touch #textural #interior #elemental #interiordesign #decor #inspo

#red #chaise #essential #bathroom #accessory #alonetime
#sixties #relaxation #chic #bathroom #interiordesign #interiorinspo #design

#sinewhouse’s #house #vogue #jacksonpollock #kennethnoland #helenfrankenthaler
#morrislouis #robertmotherwell #charleshinman #johnchamberlain #archeddoorway #livingroom #interiordesign
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#wicker #chairs #selective #style #marigold #circular #shag #carpet
#dinner #table#floral #centerpiece #corner #statue #brass #kettle #open #fire #interiordesign

#eero #saarinen #tulip #chairs #matching marble #top #table #red #cushion
#blue #carafe #metal #candelabra #eames #console #drinks #onhand #sixties #interiordesign

#striped #carpet #woven #textile #bulls #eye #interior #ivy #flora #decor
#interior #design #inspiration #lofty #spaces #angular #architecture #double #story #windows

#orange #teal #alltealeverything #colorful #birdcage #chic #pets #exposed #beams
#builtinbookcase #organized eclectic #style #panoramic #windows #seventies #interior #inspiration
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#eames #chair #sollewitt #prints #installation #markdisuvero #sculpture
#marble #table #primary #colorful #interior #newyorkcity #design #inspiration

#lichtenstein #silkscreen #murano #glass #candlestick #diningroom #mini
#melkendrick #floortoceiling #books #yellow #red #study #interior #inspiration #eclectic #style

#alpine #kitchen #mexican #textile #cherry #red #enamel #castiron
#sixties #style #green #arrangement #chic #shakers #interior #design #inspiration

#deck(adence) #daybed #sprawl #bespoke #preferences #necessary #beverages #wide #plank #wood
#florals #enpleinair #mediated #outdoors #dusk #candle #light #portable #radio #exterior #interior #design #interiordesign #inspo
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#barbie #pink #interior #fireside #monochrome #contrasting #texture #country #charm #afternoon #tea #delicate #design

#fuschia #floral #fantasy #femme #boudoir #style #midcentury
#california #design #gold #details #madonnainn #american #west #coast #electric #interior

#pinkandyellow #pattern #pink #shagrug #indian #inspiration #exposedbrick #flowers #flora #interiordesign #interiorinspo

#television #illumination #major #seventies #knobby #weave #deep #purple #decor #reflective
#interior #ceiling #embellishment #landline #telephone #corner #sleeping #interiordesign #style #inspo
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#daily #bed #operations #lilac #boudoir #four #poster #setup #morning #routine
#scalloped #coverlet #generous #flora #garden #interior #theme #interiordesign #femme #decor #inspiration

#patterns #please #floral #embroidery #matchymatchy #plush #furniture #crimson #red #bone
#white #marble #fireplace #interior #garden #party #chic #indulgence #asian #influence #houseandgarden #inspiration

#birdseyeview #french #doors #zebra #print #mixandmatch #antique #carpet #blackandwhite
#color #burst #traveler #style #natural #light #great #heights #aerial #interior #design #pattern #love #interiordesign

#rosebud #bedroom #interior #flora #fauna #fundamentals #textile #coordination #french #door #flooding #light
#plush #seating #close #proximity #feminine #interiordesign #shabby #chic #before #shabbychic #interiordesign #decor #inspo
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#atrium #architecture #floortoceiling #home #library #knoll #knows
#vitamin #d #lipstick #red #interior #chic #smarts #interiordesign #artifort #pierrepaulin #300series

#midcentury #modern #style #roomwithaview #miesvanderrohe #chaise #stacking #chairs #knoll #knows
#snow #white #shag #color #punctuation #fireside #geometry #indoor #outdoor #interior #chic #material #interiordesign

#gerritrietveld #redandblue #chair #destijl #primary #palette #tropical #leaf #arrangement
#artemidetizio #lamp #ettoresottsass #candlestick #chic #citron #vivid #colorful #interior #design #inspiration

#midcentury #modern #futurism #organic #curvature #white #formica #breuer #chair
#chrome #detail #roomwithaview #living #dining #room #jetson #interior #design #inspiration
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#redandyellow #patternedframe #engraving #wallpaper #stonebase #redsofa
#matching #fireplace #livingroom #olive #carpet #interiordesign #design #inspo

#subdued #psychedelic #color #spectrum #symmetry #hallway #sixties
#stripes #pattern #terra #cotta #floor #yellow #accent #decor #interiorinspo #interiordesign

#orangeandyellow #breuer #chairs #white #contrast #builtinseating
#bookcase #shag #carpet #loft #livingroom #interiorinspo #inspiration #design #decor

#primary #colors #plastic #glossy #furniture #matching #flowers
#shag #rug #chrome #fixture #livingroom #interior #design #inspo #mod
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#high #contrast #pattern #hand #loomed #rug #textile #affinity #marble #table
#living #room #interior #design #symmetrical #wall #hanging #orderly #style #inspiration

#rouge #room #african #art #mexican #textile #chic #sheepskin #tiny
#tables #bitty #bonsai #fluofixtures #cushion #life #enrepose #traveler #style #interiordesign

#redandwhite #crimson #redandgold #contrast #gold #leaf
#matching #flowers #embroidery #footstool #interiorinspo #inspiration #decor

#solariumofsorts #spacious #sunlit #home #lichtenstein #sculpture #flowering #interior #trees #rosebud
#minimal #furniture #maximum #impact #handwoven #antique #textile #vitaminD #serenity #interiordesign #decor #inspiration
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To speak of things that
one wants
to connote as real,
these things
must seem real.

The “completely real”
becomes identified
with the “completely
fake.”Absolute
unreality is offered
as real presence.
— Umberto Eco, Travels in Hyperreality, 1984
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Madonna Inn

267

Last Spring I discovered the Madonna
Inn online and knew immediately that
I had to go see and document it for
my impending thesis. The Inn is like
nowhere else I have been: a complete
immersion into the hyperreal at truly
cinematic extremes.
Umberto Eco pays a visit to the
motel in his book, Travels in Hyperreality.
He makes many astute and amusing
observations, and draws comparisons
between the Madonna Inn and nearby
Hearst Castle: William Randolph
Hearst’s perplexing and opulent estate
still populated by zebra and antelope
he imported from Africa.
In the summer I drove from Los
Angeles to San Louis Obispo, California,
to stay at the Inn and gather materials
for a future project. It is customary
to receive a bag of cookies from their
bakery, and a postcard of your room
when you check-in; so I went to one of
several giftshops and bought a complete
set of postcards for future reference.
Matthew Tsang and I have worked
together on this year-long book that
presents the Madonna Inn as a creation
of myth and fantasy. We began the
project under the presumption that the
primary content for the book would
be the rooms themselves, but our idea
evolved into a more complex converging
of fantasy, reality, past, and present.
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Each room in the Madonna Inn has
a unique name and corresponding
themed decor that is so outrageously
surreal and over-the-top that show casing the rooms themselves was our
initial impulse. After further research
and discussion we found the visual
references for the rooms more
intriguing than simply presenting
the rooms themselves.
Alex and Phyllis Madonna built
the motel as a passion project, and
Phyllis decorated all 110 unique rooms.
Being an amateur decorator, wife, and
mother in the 1950s, she undoubtedly
read the requisite women’s magazines
of the period like Interiors, Better Homes
& Gardens, and House & Garden; and
cultural publications of the period, like
Life or National Geographic.
We distilled each room into a
set of descriptors and matched them
to categories in the RISD Picture
Collection. We pulled hundreds of
images from the mid 1950s to mid 60s —
the same time period that Phyllis
designed the rooms.
Rather than privileging the
rooms themselves, we created collages
of the style cues for each room. This
resulting pastiche of nostalgic and
iconic imagery offers a strong visual
impression of the period from the
vantage point of design.
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Flamingo
Diaspora

329

Flamingo Diaspora is a project that
uses the plastic flamingo to engage
with the American relationship
to nature, artifice, and echelons and
perceptions of taste. These staged
photographs were taken on location
in Brooklyn, Big Sur, Stinson Beach,
and Providence. This series was an
opportunity to create staged images
outside of the photo studio, and to
physically experience and illustrate
the juxtaposition of artifice and nature.
In mid-18th century England,
a new school of landscape architects
rejected the established ornamental
conventions in Europe as being too
artificial. They began a “naturalistic”
revolution, led by Lancelot “Capability”
Brown.1 This new, human, and
ornament-free style of rolling meadows,
streams, and trees posed an ideological
problem: turning a large estate into
Nature required tremendous human
intervention. Hills were constructed,
lakes dug out, and ground levied.
This nature, was in fact, just as artificial
as the aesthetic it replaced. These
architects did not create nature, but a
new idea of Nature that was entirely
free from artifice and human presence.
After the Revolutionary War,
wealthy Americans, notably Thomas
Jefferson, began to mimic the English
landscapes promoted by Brown.

As more landowners with money
followed suite, Andrew Jackson
Downing emerged as the first relevant
American landscape architect. Like
Brown, he subscribed to the belief
that Nature was to be sculpted by man
without leaving the slightest trace.
In the 1840s Downing largely reenacted
what Brown had done in England, in
the Hudson Valley. The painters of the
“Hudson River school” of landscape
painting were essentially documenting
Downing’s work.
This trend quickly caught on and
the lawn continued act as an arbiter of
taste; but this was only successful given
financial means. Price points out, “to
achieve a convincing bastion of Nature...
you had to have more space. To be
tasteful...one really needed more room
in which to act restrained. A plain green
lawn in front of a large house stated
“affluent, but tasteful.” 2 Therefore, taste
became equated not just with restraint
or nature, but also with expanse.
Below a certain level of wealth,
this did not work, so working-class
consumers developed bolder strategies
of defining and amplifying their
smaller pieces of the American dream.
Enter the pink flamingo, a midcentury
plenitude of plastics, and myriad
human artifice (seen brilliantly in the
Picture Collection image at left).

1 The Nature aesthetic of Brown and his followers was so successful that by the mid-1800s the geometric landscaping
(exemplified at Versailles) was virtually eradicated from England. The new, preferred ornamentation of English lords and aristocrats
were those favored by Brown: grazing animals like sheep, cattle, and most favorably, native deer.
2 Jennifer Price, Flight Maps: Adventures With Nature in Modern America (New York: Basic Books, 1999), 128.
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So more than a
substance, plastic is
the very idea of its
infinite transformation;
as its everyday name
indicates, it is

ubiquity made visible.
And it is this,
in fact, which makes
it a miraculous
substance: a miracle
is always a
sudden transformation
of nature.
— Roland Barthes, Mythologies, 1972
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Kitsch is vicarious
experience and faked
sensations. Kitsch
changes according to
style, but remains
always the same.
— Clement Greenberg, Art and Culture, 1961
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How Much
Land Does a
Man Need?

349

In January, Erin Zwaska and I drove
south to Big Sur, and were forced
by a literal disconnection from cell
phones and internet, to gain quiet
observational perspective. We stayed
at Deetjen’s Big Sur Inn, constructed
by Norwegian settlers in the 1930s
and placed on the National Register
of Historic Places in 1990. One cannot
visit this place without being truly
impressed by feelings of connectivity
and spiritual gain; getting back in
touch with the earth in a uniquely
revelatory way.
This land—despite its alternative,
hippie precedents—is valuable. Due
to such small turnover it is not only
valuable but exclusive: the perfect
location for boutique hotels and private
properties that counter the very
counter-culture so embedded in this
part of the West coast.
This hypocrisy resonated with me.
Back at home in New York I continued
to make connections between Big Sur
and the ideology it represents, and the
strong commercial currant that drives a
resurgence of back-to-nature aesthetics.
Axes, tools, flannels, artesian
and vintage revival — entire urban
lifestyles — are designed and marketed
as connections to the land. The smaller
the production, the fewer ingredients,
the more locally-produced, the more

coveted and expensive. Simply “made
in the USA” has become an aesthetic
fetish, because it denotes sturdy, builtto-last sincerity and nostalgia.
The Whole Earth catalog was a
counter - culture publication that
attempted to act as a catalyst for self education and access to tools. Its
grassroots motivations and design
(based on the original L.L. Bean catalog)
are the stylistic reference points for
contemporary branding and lifestyle
choices that act as commercial
conduits for nature.
Craft Fetishism by Justin McGuirk,
and The Experience Economy (updated)
by Joseph Pine and James Gilmore (in
addition to periodicals focused on backto-nature interests like Modern Farmer)
speak to the cultural and emotional
resonance of this aesthetic. Jennifer
Price’s book, Flight Maps: Adventures
with Nature in Modern America, is
a personal treatise on history of the
American visual relationship to
the natural world.
The research and design of
How Much Land Does a Man Need?
highlighted that, beyond an experience
economy and return to craft, styling
and subsequent socioeconomic and
cultural perception are the primary
instigators of a cultish, commercial,
and resonant aesthetic.

Interview:
Dean Swanson

385

The following interview is part of
a conversation I had with Dean Swanson,
former Chief Curator at the Walker Arts
Center, 1961–78. Aside from curatorship,
Dean’s affinities for history and
design come together in the miniature,
immaculate scale models he builds
of period interiors.
Dean worked as chief curator
of the museum alongside my grand parents, Martin and Mickey Friedman.
My grandfather, Martin, was the
director of the Walker for thirty years,
and my grandmother, Mickey, was
design director for the latter twenty.
I first met Dean in Paris, during
the winter of 2007. Paris is Dean’s
favorite city, and he studied then taught
the language as a young man. He wrote
me, while I was there studying abroad,
that he was coming to town, and
we met for dinner. We have remained
close ever since, and continue to
discuss and share our mutual love for
art, design, and fashion.
I spoke with Dean on January
15th, 2014, over lunch in New York City,
and recorded our conversation. The
following discussion centers around
ideas about taste and style in relation
to art and design.
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SM So what were you saying about
taste, about your taste?
DS I remember growing up and
finding style that was along the lines
that mine was. And simply because
I was somehow finding things in
magazines and books that they [my
parents] were not seeing.
SM

Right.

SM So do you think your personal
taste was informed initially by being in
stark contrast to the house you grew up
in, for example?
DS Mine was an unusual situation,
in that early on it became clear that I
was really interested in these things,
and I was allowed to—
SM

DS And in the greater context I’m
sure they were very concerned about
my choices of — philosophic choices,
religious choices whatever — so totally
different than theirs.
Well soon enough I found myself in
literature and eventually in friendships
with other people who had experienced
some of the things I had. Including by
the time I was twenty-five, including
your grandparents. Who are essentially
not that much older than I. They
are essentially the same generation.
[Pauses, jazz music begins playing]
And the Post-war years — growing
up in the post-war years as they did.
As I did. I think we saw some really
wonderful exciting things that turned
away from the conventional, and in
the context of art history of course it
became oh so obvious.
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Visual things.

DS Yes, and I was allowed by the
time I was twenty, twenty-one, to have
a say in the look of the house.
SM Well you and your mom very
close, right?
DS Yes, but I was really taking over
a role in the family that for one reason
or another, they turned me loose and let
me go! Without too much supervision
with the designers, you know.
SM

So what did you do?

DS Well, oddly enough it was not
along the lines of the contemporary.
It was, I think it would [pauses] I’m
happy to say I bought some rather nice
French-reproduction furniture that I
still have some wonderful pieces of.

SM So in a way you were fitting your
taste to serve theirs?
DS I don’t see it that way, but I
think even that was an individual, it
was my take on historicism, which
was not all that important to them.

DS Then I was buying Knoll and
Herman Miller. But it’s all come
together late in life. When my mother
died in 1994, I took some pieces from
that house, which I love because I had
bought them when I was twenty-five.
SM

SM Right. But that was always
important to you.

DS And there they will all be, up in
Rhinebeck mixed in with the Knoll and
Herman Miller.

DS I’m the one who discovered
the French eighteenth-century.

SM
SM Right. So do you think
your parents’ aesthetic was sort of
generational, sort of by-proxy…

So in some ways—

DS My eclecticism is quite different
from anybody else’s eclecticism...
When you think about the meaning
of that word there’s a real irony in
that statement.

DS Exactly, exactly.
SM Sort of by osmosis that’s how
their house ended up looking because
you know…

SM And I would say as an outsider,
that your aesthetic is very much a mix
of this antiquated French heritage,
and you know, the sort of modernity
that you really witnessed, vis-a-vis
Knoll, Herman Miller, Eames…

DS Because I could see what
happened to their siblings’ houses.
SM

That’s so amazing.

Right.

DS And Mickey Friedman.

DS Which bored me.

SM Right, right. Because they
[my grandparents, Martin and Mickey
Friedman] don’t really sympathize
with, you know, historical—

SM Which bored you. But then
when you had your own place, finally —
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Just particularity. You as well, every
outfit you put together, your home, the
that way you think about things.
You’re not a “graphic designer” but
you have an aesthetic sensibility that
sort of drives your daily operations.
Wouldn’t you say that it’s just as much a
part of who you are as any part of you?

DS No.
SM I don’t see a single thing of
that in their house. Maybe some
Japanese antiques. I mean you and
I certainly love the French stuff
but I don’t think they do. I mean, a
particularity I think you guys
share, certainly.
DS You know what we share — and
for me this was really self-discovery.
I think it’s a genuinely aesthetic
approach, visual approach. A lot of
historians really fail, in my opinion, as
museum curators for example, because
they’re not really looking at things.
They’re dealing with the historical
significance of an object, as opposed
to the aesthetic significance of the
object. And that was, for me [pauses]
it was there churning inside of me
waiting to get out and not knowing
what it was yet. It was confirmed,
it was reinforced, by my experience
with your grandparents.
SM Yeah. I mean, still to this
day, every paper-clip every pen — any
object — in that house is deliberate,
and certainly they’re very opinionated.
I can’t remember a single time ever
where there was something that sort
of didn’t make sense aesthetically.
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DS Mmhm. Yeah.
SM It certainly gives you much
pleasure. When you go to your favorite
city in the world — Paris — certainly
the aesthetics there are emotionally
connotative, visually…
DS Oh yes.
SM I’m just sort of curious, when
you were working at the Walker, since
you were chief curator, how much
do you think your personal taste or
aesthetic drove the decisions you made
professionally. Certainly you had to
change and direct and sculpt shows
that perhaps—
DS Well the selection of individual
objects beyond the initial decision to do
a certain exhibition.
SM And so then what were the
criteria? Let’s put all the curatorial

stuff aside for a moment. When you
chose an object, would you say that
it’s just intuitive, sort of yes or no?
DS Yes.
SM So two things side-by-side, one
thing is obviously better than the other.
And it just is.
DS I have to say that. Although,
I know that’s too simple an answer,
because what makes me select one
over another?
SM Right, but what do you think
that is? It’s so hard to define.

SM I would say that my aesthetic
is entirely intuitive. I can certainly see
threads but I don’t know that I could
just slap a label on my taste or my
preferences. I can’t imagine that they’re
not informed by my family or—
DS You know what they’re informed
by? The many, many things you
see, you have seen, and think about
consciously. Not everything we see just
passes by, we think about things when
we look at them. We think about how
they look. Not everything, not every
experience is that conscious.
SM Well it’s interesting that some
people — I mean everybody — sees the
same amount of visual stuff in a day,
but some people don’t…some people
see it but they don’t look.

DS It’s not just something I was
born with. That’s too simple.
SM Right. What are the other
components do you think? I mean
obviously you went to school, you
worked professionally, but what do
you think those other components
are besides intuition?

DS Maybe when you see things
consciously for a while, especially for a
long while in the case of a older person,
you sort of develop principals. You try
to keep your mind open but you develop
certain principals, so that it enables
you when you see something new to
make a fairly immediate decision.

DS Well, primarily just the two
things you just mentioned. Constantly
looking. Because we all do, or at least
we all have the opportunity to look
at many things on a daily basis.

Particular shades of grey, even. You
know, why is that? We don’t know.

SM That’s a nice thing to say, yeah.
I think that’s very true. I used to say I
didn’t like green and then I realized it’s
just that I hate forest green.
DS
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Right.

DS I wouldn’t want a yellow
room, unless it were very subdued, pale
green-yellow.

DS I like to think that there isn’t
a color that I don’t like. But there
certainly are certain shades of some
colors that I don’t like.

Aha!

SM You know? Chartreuse: give
me some of that. [Dean points to the
color of his blue-green sweater] Right.
Blue -green, aquamarine. Mmhm.
DS This was a Christmas present.
[Points to the sweater]
SM Very nice. I think that’s a
very astute point. I also used to have
a complete aversion to yellow. I got
over that.

SM Yeah a yellow room would be
very [pauses] like the lemonade room
or something. You know what I
also realized is I love pink. I really do.
DS Oh, certain pinks…
SM Certain pinks, yes. Blush pink:
just immaculate.
DS I like them when they’re a
little more to the orange than they are
to the purple.
SM Yes. And the combination
of orange and pink together is just…
god christ in heaven is that good.
DS Mmm yes.
SM I mean seriously. Even the
yellow of this pasta is very appealing.

DS Oh I love yellow.
SM

SM Right. But you’ll always have
those staples that you really refer back
to. For example, grey. You love grey.

SM

DS That is a beautiful yellow,
it’s like full of saffron or something.

I love yellow too, but —

DS But not a lot. And not a lot of it.
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SM I know! And when I was in Big
Sur I kept noticing things. I was sort of

doing this experiment trolling around
on the beach. Just selecting things that
were particularly good, you know? And
I amassed this collecting of twigs and
rocks and sticks and weird seaweed and
things like that.
But what made those better than all
the rest I’m not sure; but certainly that
speaks to this raw eyeballing of stuff.
If you strip away all the constructs and
you just scavenger for things —

things that I like, where I know that
there is a buyer who made an initial
edit, and then I’m making a second
edit—if you’re just finding things on the
beach that’s sort of really as intuitive
as it could possibly ever be. You pick a
direction, you find something, you
pick it up, you put it in a bag and you
keep moving.

DS West coast is amazing.
I find it really different from the East
coast landscape.

SM I was doing that, yeah. Half of
my suitcase was filled with —

DS Were you doing that?

DS Driftwood?

SM Absolutely. I mean New York
City is like a labyrinth of enrapt torture
compared to the beach in California.

SM Driftwood yeah, and bark
and shit, oh yeah.

DS I’ve never been to the beach
in New York.

DS [Laughs]
SM Because I was very curious
about this idea of starting from zero;
really digging down to form. When
you look at some things, even Eames
furniture, all those undulations. They
were West coast people. How could
you ever think they weren’t influenced
by the beach or the cliffs or all of the
access to the elements? New York City,
I think, is so much different, and so
much more rigid in a way, because
everything comes through a store;

SM The city beaches here are
treacherous. They’re filthy, that’s the
problem. I was looking on the beach
for all this material because I knew
there was no garbage!
If I was scouring the beaches in New
York, I would be picking up garbage.
Which is another kind of experiment
I guess you could say. But this practice
was sort of an experiment. Instead
of going to a store and picking out
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comes through this very, very urban
lens. There is no real expanse.
If you had to boil down your favorite
things to — this is very difficult — but
let’s say a color, a chair, and an art
object of yours, personally. Do you have
favorites or do you feel they’re all equal?
DS Well an Ellsworth Kelly
Haricot Vert, a suite of ten Sol Lewitt’s—
early, early grid Lewitt.
SM What a juxtaposition just
there! Master of color versus master
of geometry—and color.

DS Oh, and architecture prints.
17th century and 18th century. Oh, and
19th century.
SM Do you think your love for
French, came — for the language —
came from your affinity for French
aesthetics? Was it the chicken or
the egg?
DS I went to Europe. I made the
tour when I was nineteen, and I came
back and I became a French major.

DS Oddly enough this Ellsworth
Kelly is a line drawing, so there is
no color.
SM

DS Although I’ve done it before
rip-roaring drunk! [Both laugh]

Oh, I have seen those!

DS Fabulous.
SM Beautiful. I didn’t know of
them until like two years, which is sort
of embarrassing.
Are you going to have another glass
of wine? If you have two glasses you’ll
be dancing on the table-tops, Dean.
DS No, I can’t do that. I am cooking
tonight, which means I have to stay
relatively sober. [Both laugh]
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SM I mean that’s easy to see. Same
thing happened to me effectively. I went
over there and said to myself, ‘hmm,
why is this so much better?’ One thing’s
for sure. The French are very staunch
about when they like and what they do
not like.
DS Mmhm, absolutely.
SM I think that’s a large part of
why people feel like they’re such snobby
assholes. But there is something to
be said for holding with an iron-clad
grip to your culture and refusing to
compromise. Granted, there is a bit of
an imperialistic issue.

But I don’t know, the Italians and the
French are still duking it out for Master
of Aesthetics. Master of wine, of food,
you know it’s their eternal struggle.
DS Yeah.
SM And America it’s all about
industrial feats, economic feats.
DS Certainly this last few
centuries, yes.
SM What would you define as
American aesthetic. How would you
define an American aesthetic?
DS the early 20th century it was
very obviously the machine aesthetic.
The whole business of industrial
product. Now it’s become more about
economic issues.

out uniquely? I don’t know. There is
the notion that everything’s been done
essentially, but I hate to think that
because it’s kind of morbid.
Are we just recycling everything?
Is that awful? And like you said, it’s
not because of what they mean but
how they look. Which was Tom
Wesselmann’s excuse for his still lifes.
Everyone was like, ‘are these interiors
commentary on American life, etcetera,
etcetera.’ And he said, ‘No. I’m not a
pop artist, I’m not making commentary.
I choose this things because I just like
the way they look.’ And I feel that’s just
as valid as any other reason. I mean,
why be convoluted about it if you don’t
have to be?
DS Exactement.

SM It’s kind of degraded. I feel like
it was very defined mid-century. Even
in the sixties and seventies there was
such a pronounced aesthetic—
so pronounced. People can’t let go of
it, it was so pronounced.
DS That was fifty years ago.
SM I know, it resonates to this
day. What is au courant that stands
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